Distributed learning techniques such as federated learning have enabled multiple workers to train machine learning models together to reduce the overall training time. However, current distributed training algorithms (centralized or decentralized) suffer from the communication bottleneck on multiple low-bandwidth workers (also on the server under the centralized architecture). Although decentralized algorithms generally have lower communication complexity than the centralized counterpart, they still suffer from the communication bottleneck for workers with low network bandwidth. To deal with the communication problem while being able to preserve the convergence performance, we introduce a novel decentralized training algorithm with the following key features: 1) It does not require a parameter server to maintain the model during training, which avoids the communication pressure on any single peer. 2) Each worker only needs to communicate with a single peer at each communication round with a highly compressed model, which can significantly reduce the communication traffic on the worker. We theoretically prove that our sparsification algorithm still preserves convergence properties. 3) Each worker dynamically selects its peer at different communication rounds to better utilize the bandwidth resources. We conduct experiments with convolutional neural networks on 32 workers to verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm compared to seven existing methods. Experimental results show that our algorithm significantly reduces the communication traffic and generally select relatively high bandwidth peers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing amount of data plays an important role in the success of modern machine learning applications, and the increasing size of machine learning models, especially deep neural network models, improves the generalization ability. However, larger size of training data and models requires more computing resources to train the model. Distributed learning techniques, such as parallel stochastic gradient descent (PSGD) and its variants, have been widely deployed to train large models by exploiting multiple computing nodes [1] . The update rule of PSGD with n workers at iteration t is
scalability. On one hand, to reduce the communication size of gradients, gradient compression techniques including quantization [17] - [19] and sparsification [20] - [22] can be used in PSGD. The gradient sparsification method is more aggressive than the gradient quantization method in reducing the communication size. For example, Top-k sparsification (TopK-PSGD) [20] , [23] , [24] with error compensation can zero-out 99% − 99.9% local gradients with little impact on the model convergence while quantization by reducing 32-bit to 1-bit only achieves a maximum of 32× compression. Although TopK-PSGD can locally zero-out 99% − 99.9% gradients, each worker needs to gather all other n − 1 workers' sparsified gradients so that the communication complexity of TopK-PSGD is O(nN/c), which is linear to the number of workers.
On the other hand, to reduce the total amount of traffic, Lian et al. [25] propose the D-PSGD learning algorithm, in which each worker only exchanges the model with some peers instead of all n − 1 workers. D-PSGD requires a communication complexity of O(the degree of the network). To further reduce the communication traffic on each worker, Tan et al. [26] propose DCD-PSGD to compress the model to be exchanged between workers. DCD-PSGD to some extent alleviates the communication traffic of the workers, but it has two main limitations: 1) The worker is required to have large memory to store all other workers' models. 2) It requires that the network topology should keep unchanged to guarantee the training convergence. However, on the federated learning setting, the workers are resource-limited and very dynamic, and they may join/leave the training randomly due to the battery power, network connection, network latency, resource availability, etc. As multiple workers may be located on diverse geographical locations, the bandwidth between two workers may also vary. According to our experimental study on network speed tests (as shown in Fig. 1 ) on different cloud service providers located at different cities, the network speed varies from different locations across multiple cities. To the best of our knowledge, there is no distributed training algorithm yet that exploits this bandwidth diversity.
In summary, existing distributed learning algorithms suffer from the communication bottleneck on either the server or the workers. The diversity of bandwidth among workers is under-explored in current decentralized distributed learning algorithms. In this paper, we propose SAPS-PSGD, a communication-efficient distributed learning algorithm with sparsification to reduce the communication traffic on workers and with adaptive peer selection to fully utilize the bandwidth resources between different workers. We theoretically prove that SAPS-PSGD has theoretical convergence guarantees on non-convex smooth problems. The SAPS-PSGD algorithm has the following features: 1) It follows a decentralized architecture without using a PS; instead, it uses a lightweight coordinator for management purpose, which is similar to the BitTorrent tracker. 2) At every communication round, each worker only needs to exchange a highly compressed model with a single peer, which significantly reduces both the up- link and down-link communication traffic.
3) The peers of each worker are dynamically chosen according to their connection bandwidths, which can achieve high usage of the global bandwidth resources. Experimental results show that SAPS-PSGD not only has much lower communication traffic than existing algorithms, but it also achieves better utilization of the bandwidth resources. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a communication-efficient decentralized distributed learning algorithm named SAPS-PSGD that considers communication efficiency and bandwidth resource utilization. • We theoretically prove that SAPS-PSGD provides convergence guarantees for training machine learning models with non-convex objective functions, and has a consistent convergence rate with PSGD. • We conduct experiments on various models to verify the convergence performance and the reduction of communication traffic during the training. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We illustrate the details of our proposed decentralized learning algorithm in Section II, followed by the theoretical convergence analysis of the algorithm in Section III. We demonstrate the experimental study to evaluate the convergence performance and communication efficiency in Section IV. Related work is introduced in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. ALGORITHM
In this section, we present our communication-efficient decentralized learning algorithm (SAPS-PSGD).
A. Architecture Overview
There are two components: Coordinator and Worker on SAPS-PSGD. The architecture overview is shown in Fig. 2 .
Coordinator. The coordinator is a central server that manages global information about the training process. Note that the coordinator defined in our framework is not a parameter server that needs to collect model parameters or gradients. The global information contains: model architecture name (e.g., ResNet-50 [27] ), global step t, bandwidth matrix B of connected workers, the model exchange matrix W t and a random seed s. At the beginning of training, the coordinator initializes a model training task and distributes the task to all the connected workers. At iteration t, the coordinator sends the global information to all participating workers. The pseudo-code of the algorithm on the coordinator side is shown in Algorithm 1. First, the algorithm will set two nodes i, j connected if the bandwidth B ij between them exceeds a userdefined threshold B thres , generating filtered bandwidth matrix B * . Then at iteration t, the algorithm generates (Line 4) the gossip matrix W t satisfying the Assumption 3 (the details of the gossip matrix will be shown in Section II-C) so that each worker can find its peer in the matrix. The coordinator also generates a random seed s (Line 5) for workers to generate the random mask vector m t (the details of m t will be introduced in Section II-B). Then it sends W t , t and s (Line 6) to all the participating workers. After that it waits for the finished messages (say "ROUND END") of the current round from workers (Line 7). After receiving the notification messages "ROUND END" from workers, the coordinator continues for the next iteration. Finally, the coordinator receives a final full model from any worker. Worker. A worker in the SAPS-PSGD algorithm is defined as the training worker collaborated with other workers. The worker trains a single model with local data using mini-batch SGD, and iteratively communicates with its peer to exchange the sparsified model. The pseudo-code of the algorithm on the worker side is shown in Algorithm 2. At the beginning of training, the worker first initializes the connection (Line 1) with the s = a random number as the seed; 6: NOTIFYWORKERTOTRAIN(Wt, t, s); 7: WAITWORKERSFORCURRENTROUND; 8: COLLECTFULLMODELFROMONEWORKER; 9: procedure GETNEWCONNECTEDGRAPH(B, B thres ) 10 :
Return B * ;
coordinator and initializes (Line 2) the training model with the network architecture (netN ame). From iteration 1 to T , each worker receives message (W t , t, s) from the coordinator (Line 4), and then runs SGD with local training data (Line 5). Next, each worker generates the same mask vector m t ∈ R N ×1 with the seed (s) to indicate that which components of the model (i.e., sparsification) should be exchanged (Line 6-7) with its peer. The peer is specified from W t (Line 8). At Line 9, the worker sends its own sparsified parameters ( x) to its peer and receives the sparsified parameters ( x peer ) from the peer, and then averages the received parameters with the local one at Line 10. At the end of the iteration (Line 11), the worker sends a "ROUND END" message to the coordinator to notify that it has finished current round. xpeer = EXCHANGEMODELWITHPEER( x, peer); 10: net.x = net.x • ¬mt + xpeer; 11: SENDENDOFROUNDTOCOORDINATOR; 12: COLLECTMODELFROMONEWORKER; 13: procedure SGD(net, Dp, L)
14:
[d, y] = Sample a mini-batch of data from Dp; 15: loss = COMPUTELOSS(net.x, d, y); 16: net.x = net.x − γ∇net.x
B. Model Sparsification
We denote the model of one worker at iteration t by x t ∈ R N ×1 . At the t th communication round, the model is sparsified as x t by zeroing-out most of its components (e.g., 99%) in x t . Then the worker sends x t to its peer. Thus, we can generate a mask vector m t ∈ R N ×1 whose elements are either 1 or 0 to achieve x t , i.e,
where • is the Hadamard product operator on vectors or matrices. As a result, the zeroed elements do not need to be communicated across the network, and thus reduce the communication cost. The mask vector m t is randomly generated at the worker side with a random seed received from the server at iteration t such that all workers generate the same mask matrix at the current state. Therefore, at each communication round, the exchanged components (indices on the model vector) of the model are the same between any two workers. Note that we do not exploit the top-k components as Top-k selection is not efficient [28] and it is hard to guarantee the convergence. To generate the mask matrix with a specific compression ratio c, we need to randomly generate the matrix such that its N (1 − 1/c) elements are zeros and the other N/c elements are ones. We use the Bernoulli distribution with a probability of 1/c to generate the mask matrix, i.e.,
We use M t ∈ R N ×n to denote masks of all workers at iteration t, whose columns are the same vector m t . As x t contains at least N (1−1/c) zero elements, the worker sends the non-zero elements (less than N/c) to its peer to save the communication traffic. Therefore, the communication traffic on one worker to receive and send the sparsified models is less than 2N/c at each communication round, which is much smaller than the D-PSGD [25] and DCD-PSGD [26] algorithms.
C. Gossip Matrix
The gossip algorithms describe a class of distributed average problems [29] , [30] . Every worker i possesses its data and exchange it with other workers based on a gossip matrix, which can be formulated as following:
where the X t represents the data owned by workers, i.e., the i-th column is the data owned by worker i. The spectral gap ρ sp < 1 of the gossip matrix W t is required to guarantee that the algorithm can reach a consensus and convergence in decentralized distributed learning [25] [26] , in which the consensus means that the running average of E n i=1 xi n − x i 2 converges to 0. The gossip matrix and its generation in our SAPS-PSGD algorithm is different from the previous works [25] , [26] in two aspects.
First, it is known that the faster the algorithm reaches the consensus, the smaller spectral gap [30] . One can add more connections in the graph to achieve faster consensus, but it would introduce more communications. So there exists a trade-off between communication efficiency and the time to achieve consensus. In [25] [26] , the connected peers of a worker are selected to be the communicated peers and the communication topology at every iteration is required to be a Connected Graph to satisfy ρ sp < 1 so that each worker should communicate with at least two other peers. In SAPS-PSGD, we use a single-peer communication scheme (each worker only communicates with a single peer), so each row in our gossip matrix has only two non-zero elements. Consequently, the communication traffic at each worker is at least two times smaller than D-PSGD [25] and DCD-PSGD [26] . Note that ρ sp of W t in SAPS-PSGD is not required be smaller than 1, but we should guarantee that the second largest eigenvalue ρ of E(W T t W t ) is smaller than 1. To guarantee this property, all possible communication edges (PC edges) that have a possibility to be chosen should construct a connected graph [30] .
Second, under the configuration that each worker communicates with no more than two peers in [25] [26] , the best topology that can most efficiently spread information is the ring topology. However, choosing the best ring-topology with diverse link bandwidths is to find a Hamilton Cycle which is a classical NP-Complete problem [31] . One may consider to choose one best graph traversal to exploit the highest bandwidth, which is easier to obtain but it could loses the connection between the start and the end of the traversal and decreases the speed of information propagation. Our gossip matrix generation algorithm achieves a balance that can generate a good communication topology without losing much efficiency of information propagation.
To summarize, our gossip matrix only requires each worker to communicate with one peer, and at the same time considering better bandwidth exploitation. Therefore, we generate it following the new assumption of the second eigenvalue similar to [29] , [30] , [32] but different from that in [26] . There is a key property of our random gossip matrices W t (i.i.d. and ρ < 1). That is, for any row vector sequence x t ∈ R 1×n defined as
we have
. It is known that the connection speeds in geo-distributed workers are different as shown in Fig. 1 . If the worker randomly selects the peer, then the model transmission between some workers could be very slow. To address the problem, we propose a novel gossip matrix generation method according to the communication speed of each pair of workers, which tries to maximize the network resource utilization and thus more efficient communications, at the same time ensuring all PC edges can construct a connected graph. Assume that the coordinator has the communication speed information 3 between any two workers with a matrix B, where B ij is the communication speed between worker i and j. And we set B ij = B ji = min(B ij , B ji ) as the communication bottleneck is decided by the slow one.
Our gossip matrix generation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. To satisfy Assumption 3, we define a communication iteration gap T thres , and a timestamp matrix R to record the communication at every iteration. We call the edge (i, j) satisfying R ij > t − T thres as the "recently connected" (RC) edge. At first, the algorithm will judge if all RC edges can construct a connected graph (line 1). If they can, the algorithm finds the maximum match using the filtered bandwidth matrix B * (line 2 and 5). Otherwise, the algorithm finds all connected sub-graphs constructed from RC edges, and then chooses edges in B that connect all sub-graphs to generate a new matrix E which is used to find the maximum match (line 4 and line 5). After doing the first match, there is possibility that some workers haven't been matched, if so, the algorithm will do maximum match with unmatched workers again without considering bandwidth (line 6, 7 and 8). Then, all workers will be matched (line 9). This perfect match indicates which peer to exchange the sparsified model for a worker, then the coordinator generates (line 10) the gossip matrix W t ∈ R n×n . It is obvious that W t is a doubly stochastic matrix. Here, we exploit the blossom algorithm [33] to solve the problem of maximum match in a general graph. And by randomly starting from different node in a graph, we implement the RamdomlyMaxMatch function. match =RANDOMLYMAXMATCH(E); 9: match = match + match ; 10: Wt=GENERATEW(match); 11: Return Wt; 12: procedure IFCONNECTED(R, T thres , t) 13 :
14:
Return IFSTRONLYCONNECTED(Q); 15: procedure GETOVERTIMEMATRIX(R, T thres , t) 16 :
Return E; 20: procedure GETUNMATCH(B, match) 21 :
22:
Return E; 23: procedure GENERATEW(B, match) 24: ∀(i, j) ∈ match Wt ij = Wt ji = 1/2; 25: ∀(i, j) ∈ match and i = j Wt ij = 0; 26:
D. Communication Complexity Analysis
Assume that there are n workers and a coordinator participating in training a model whose size is N with T iterations to achieve a converged model, the communication cost of SAPS-PSGD of coordinator is N as it only receives the final model from a worker. At each round, each worker sends and receives the sparsified model with size of N/c, so the communication cost of the workers is 2N × T /c. Comparison with other traditional methods is shown in Table I . It can be seen that our algorithm not only has the lowest communication cost at the worker side, but also considers the bandwidth of workers to support more efficient communications. 
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III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
For ease of presentation, we summarize the frequently used notations as follows: 
: Hadamard product from 1 to t.
Formally, the iterative learning of SAPS-PSGD is a decentralized optimization problem of the following objective:
where n is the number of workers, D i and F i are the data distribution and loss function of worker i, respectively. We use the similar definitions with [26] :
Then our SAPS-PSGD algorithm can be generalized into the below form:
Our goal is to prove that X t converges and the convergence rate is the same as PSGD [36] . Note that the combination of Hadamard product and matrix product dose not obey the law of combination, which means that one should do products according to its order. Throughout this paper, we omit "×" in matrix product expressions. We can re-write Eq. (7) to
A. Assumptions
We make the following general assumptions for the optimization problem.
1) ∀i, f i (·) is with L-Lipschitzian gradients.
2) ∀t, W t is doubly stochastic and i.i.d.
3) ∀t, E W t T W t has the second largest eigenvalue ρ < 1. 4) The variance of stochastic gradients is bounded, i.e.,
B. Useful Facts
In this subsection, we derive some useful facts that will be used in the following proofs. Lemma 1. For any matrix X t ∈ R N ×n calculated by the following formulation 
for any multiplication order, we can rewrite
Proof. For any matrix A ∈ R N ×n , we define two matrices
, and the i-th raw and j-th column element of Y and Z have the following relationship:
which indicates Y = Z, i.e., A • M W = AW • M . It means that we can exchange the product order between M and W . Rearranging the order of (9), and putting all matrix products with W i at the end of the equation, we can obtain (10).
Lemma 2. Given any row vector sequence x t ∈ R n defined as follows,
where E s...(t−1) represents E Ws...Wt−1,ms...mt−1 , and p and q are defined in Eq. (3).
Proof. Taking expectation and under the assumption that
which completes the proof.
C. Consensus Analysis
Before bounding the convergence of SAPS-PSGD, we first prove that SAPS-PSGD can reach consensus.
Theorem 1. Under the assumptions defined in Section III-A, if X t is iteratively updated by Eq. (8), then we have
where X=X 1n n .
Proof. From Eq. (8), we have
where the last step is from expanding the E e s to denote Q1. Also by using Lemma 2, we have
We further bound E H
. Taking expectation on time z + 1 to time t − 1, we obtain
Combining Eq. (15) and (16), we have
Substituting Eq. (17) into (14), we have
Note that
has the same structure with the lemma of [26] , then summing Eq. (18) from t = 1 to t = T , we have
where
Note that if all workers have the same initial parameters, X 0 − X 0 1 n 2 F = 0, which means that the consensus is only affected by the stochastic gradients.
D. Convergence Analysis
Now we prove the convergence of SAPS-PSGD. 
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions defined in Section III-A, if X t is iteratively updated by Eq. (8), then we have
Proof. Combining (19) and Lemma 12 in [26] , we have
By rearranging it, we obtain
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions in Section III-A, if γ t = γ and 1 − 3D 1 L 2 γ > 0 for SAPS-PSGD, then
where f * is the optimal solution.
Proof. According to Lemma 4, if we fix γ t to satisfy 1 − 3D 1 L 2 γ > 0 and sum both sides of (20) , we obtain
Then we have
Setting γ =
By removing the E ∇f (X t ) 2 on the LHS and substituting 1−6D1L 2 γ 2 1−3D1L 2 γ 2 with 2 3 , we can have the form of (21) , which concludes the proof.
Remark. The theorem indicates that SAPS-PSGD has a convergence rate of O( 1 √ nT ), and the sparsity dose not sacrifice the convergence performance when T is large enough. The convergence rate is consistent to D-PSGD [25] and the original PSGD [36] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we compare the performance of SAPS-PSGD with PSGD (with all-reduce), TopK-PSGD [20] , [34] , FedAvg [35] , Sparse FedAvg (S-FedAvg) [5] , D-PSGD [25] , and DCD-PSGD [26] . First, we evaluate the convergence performance with respect to the number of iterations on 32 workers without considering the network bandwidth. Second, we compare the generated communication traffic during the training to achieve a target validation accuracy. Third, we evaluate the bandwidth utilization of SAPS-SGD under two emulated distributed environments: one with 14 workers located at 14 cities in Fig.  1 , and another one with 32 workers with randomly generated communication speed between any two workers. We use two commonly used data sets for performance evaluation: MNIST [37] with 60,000 training images and 10,000 validation images in 10 classes, and CIFAR10 [38] with 50,000 training images and 10,000 validation images in 10 classes. Regarding the models, we use several representative convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to verify the convergence and communication cost: 1) The same CNN model (MNIST-CNN) with [35] training on the MNIST data set. 2) The same CNN model (CIFAR10-CNN) with [35] training on the CIFAR10 data set. 3) ResNet-20 [27] with skip connections training on the CIFAR10 data set. The experimental settings are shown in Table II .
A. Experimental Settings
For FedAvg and S-FedAvg algorithms, we set the ratio of chosen workers to 0.5 and set a compression ratio c = 100 for S-FegAvg, which are the same as [35] . For TopK-PSGD, we set c = 1000, which is the same as [20] . For DCD-PSGD, we set c = 4 (the same as [26] ) to achieve a good convergence. Note that in DCD-PSGD, if c is larger than 4, it would lose much accuracy; and if c is set to 100 or 1000 like S-FegAvg or TopK-PSGD, it would not converge at all. For our SAPS-PSGD, we set c = 100.
B. Convergence Performance
The top-1 validation accuracy with respect to the number of epochs is shown in Fig. 3 ; and the final model accuracy is shown in Table III . We can see that SAPS-PSGD achieves similar convergence performance with D-PSGD and finally obtains higher validation accuracy than other algorithms except PSGD and TopK-PSGD. The good convergence performance verifies that SAPS-PSGD has comparable convergence rate with D-PSGD. Compared to PSGD and TopK-PSGD, it is noticed that SAPS-PSGD has some accuracy loss on CIFAR10 under the same number of training epochs. The main reason is that in SAPS-PSGD, each worker only communicates with a single peer, and it requires some iterations to achieve the consensus as shown in Section III-C while PSGD and TopK-PSGD are with the fully connected structure (each worker receives all other workers' information at each communication round) so that they have the consensus at every iteration. In contrast, PSGD and TopK-PSGD require high communications, which is demonstrated in the following section. 
C. Convergence vs. Communication Cost
The comparison of the validation accuracy vs. communication size on three evaluated models is shown in Fig. 4 . The experimental results show that our proposed SAPS-PSGD spends the smallest amount of communication to achieve the same level of accuracy. The results show that our SAPS-PSGD can sparsify a large number of parameters during the training to significantly reduce the communication cost while preserving the model accuracy. The sparsification and single-peer scheme of SAPS-PSGD result in a much lower communication traffic than existing ones.
On MNIST-CNN as shown in Fig. 4(a) , to achieve 96.8% validation accuracy, FedAvg and S-FedAvg require about 70MB and 32MB accumulated communication traffic, and D-PSGD and DCD-PSGD also require about 1800MB and 5000MB, while our SAPS-PSGD only requires 10MB accumulated communication traffic which is around 7× and 4.5× smaller than FedAvg and S-FedAvg respectively. However, D-PSGD requires a worker to send its full model to it peers, which is very communication-intensive. On CIFAR10-CNN as shown in Fig. 4(b) , at achieve 67% accuracy, SAPS-PSGD spends about 120MB which is 8.3× and 4.2× smaller than FedAvg (1000 MB) and S-FedAvg (500 MB) respectively. Again, D-PSGD suffers from the high communication traffic. On ResNet-20 as shown in Fig. 4(c) , to achieve 75% accuracy, SAPS-PSGD spends more than 2× and 3.1× smaller communication size than the centralized algorithms and the decentralized algorithms, respectively.
D. Bandwidth Utilization
We demonstrate the bandwidth utilization on a 14-worker environment (the bandwidths between two workers are simulated from Fig. 1 ) and a 32-worker environment (the bandwidths between two workers are generated randomly from the range (0MB/s, 5MB/s] in a uniform distribution. The bandwidth utilization of different algorithms are shown in Fig.  5 . Note that FedAvg and S-FedAvg are centralized algorithms, in which the bandwidth utilization is only determined by the workers and the server but not related to the bandwidths between workers, so we exclude these algorithms from comparison. As mentioned in Section II-C, finding a best bandwidth cycle in a general graph is very difficult. So here we randomly generate 5,000 different bandwidth matrices, and for every matrix we set a ring topology according to the order 1 → 2 → ... → 32 → 1, avoiding the huge variance of different random matrices. Then we set the average value as our final bandwidth of D-PSGD and DCD-PSGD (ringtopology). Another way to choose the communication peers for decentralized training is to randomly do maximum match, which can reach consensus faster due to the same possibility of being chosen; but it suffers from low bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 5 , we only display the bandwidth utilization at the first 400 iterations for better visualization, and the remaining iterations have a similar pattern. The results show that SAPS-PSGD generally selects peers with higher bandwidth than D-PSGD (DCD-PSGD, PSGD and TopK-PSGD are also the same) and the random one. Random maximum match can gain better bandwidth than the ring topology because the expectation of lowest value of 16 random edges is higher than the ring topology with 32 edges.
Putting the communication traffic and the bandwidth together, we directly compare the model convergence vs. the communication time 4 , which is shown in Fig. 6 . Here we calculate the bandwidths of FedAvg and S-FedAvg by choosing the server that has the maximum bandwidth. It can be seen that the improvement of SAPS-PSGD over other algorithms in communication time increases as we choose the pair of workers with higher bandwidth. To summarize, we compare all algorithms in both communication traffic and communication time to reach target accuracy considering the bandwidths between workers in Table IV . It is seen that the communication traffic is much lower than other algorithms due to the sparse and single-peer communication, and the improvement on the communication time is further boosted due to the adaptive peer selection to choose relatively high bandwidth communications.
V. RELATED WORK
The communication problem is common in distributed machine learning in data centers with relatively high bandwidth connections or in geo-distributed workers with low bandwidth and unstable connections. There exist various techniques addressing the communication problem in distributed learning. Gradient/Model Compression. Gradient compression is a key technique to reduce the communication traffic by quantizing or sparsifing the gradients. Quantization [17] , [18] , [39] , [40] reduces the number of bits to represent the data and can achieve up to 32× traffic reduction. Sparsification [19] , [20] , [23] , [41] - [43] is orthogonal to quantization, and it can significantly reduce the communication traffic by zeroing out a large proportion of elements. Gaia [7] is another form of gradient compression, who filters out "insignificant" updates. However, either the current sparsification method applied in the centralized architecture or the decentralized architecture makes little communication saving on the server side or the worker side.
Decentralized Training. To eliminate the bandwidth problem of the central server, some researchers propose the decentralized distributed training algorithms [6] , [25] , [44] that training workers only need to communicate with their peers instead of the central server or other n − 1 workers. As a result, the communication overheads are main in the model transferring among multiple workers. However, the size of models could be very large such that the communication bottleneck still exists. In [26] , the authors propose algorithms that only requires the worker to transfer a compressed model with convergence guarantees. And they theoretically provide a convergence analysis for this compression method.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a communication-efficient decentralized learning algorithm (SAPS-PSGD) with sparsification and adaptive peer selection. The decentralized architecture eliminates the bandwidth bottleneck at the server side, the sparsification technique significantly reduces the communication cost for workers which only need to exchange a highly sparse model with a single peer, and the adaptive peer selection feature can better utilize the bandwidths of workers. We provided a detailed analysis for the convergence property of SAPS-PSGD, which concludes that SAPS-PSGD has convergence guarantees and has a comparable convergence rate with traditional parallel SGD algorithms. Extensive experiments were conducted to verify the convergence performance, communication traffic reduction, bandwidth utilization and communication time of our algorithm compared to existing popular ones. Experimental results showed that SAPS-PSGD not only significantly reduces the communication traffic, but it also selects relatively high bandwidth peers for communication to increase the high network resource usage while preserving the convergence performance.
